2020 UPDATE - ANNUAL REPORT

JANUARY 2020
Judge Jeanine Event: UAP attended the Tiger Bay Club of Volusia County’s event in Daytona Beach, FL with Judge Jeanine Pirro and special guest Major Matt Golsteyn and Lieutenant Clint Lorance. Judge Jeanine had the opportunity to see UAP’s NASCAR before it raced in Daytona in February.

Stars and Cars: UAP attended the Stars & Cars event in Florida with Pete Hegseth, Clint Lorance, and Don Brown to support our Nation’s fallen & Operation 300.

SHOT Show in Las Vegas: UAP met patriots, added supporters to our team, spread the word about our mission & Warriors, and offered attendees a chance to talk with 1LT Clint Lorance at our booth.

SOFREP Radio Interview: SOFREP Radio was joined by Fred Galvin, a retired Marine Raider officer of MARSOC FOX Company fame, Phillip Stackhouse, the attorney for Gunnery Sgt. Draher, and Bull Gurfein, CEO of United American Patriots to discuss the MARSOC 3 case.

SOF Bad Monkey Podcast Interview: UAP shared links for the SOF Bad Monkey podcast episode that CEO, LtCol David “Bull” Gurfein, appeared on as a guest. David shared information about ongoing cases and UAP’s mission.

OAF Nation MARSOC 3 Video: UAP shared a text-based video put together by OAF Nation that explained the details and facts of the incident in Iraq with the MARSOC 3.

Major Golsteyn Request Denied: An Army general denied a request by Major Golsteyn to have his Special Forces tab reinstated following his pardon from President Trump.
Task & Purpose Article: In the article, Major Golsteyn’s attorney, Phillip Stackhouse, called the Army’s actions a “joke” and he accused the service's leaders of acting against the wishes of the president, who assured Golsteyn his record would be completely expunged. General Beaudette made the decision on December 3, 2019, but Stackhouse only learned of the decision in January. He then forwarded the info to the White House counsel’s office for President Trump's attention.

CFC Campaign at the Department of Health and Human Services: UAP's CEO, LtCol David "Bull" Gurfein, visited the Department of Health and Human Services as part of the Combined Federal Campaign to raise awareness for UAP, our Warriors, and our mission.

Chicago’s Morning Answer: Attorney John Maher called in to Chicago’s Morning Answer show to talk about the Clint Lorance case.

SGT Derrick Miller on Dana Loesch’s Show: Derrick discussed the Justice for Warriors Caucus, his story, his time at Leavenworth, and the injustice he endured for 8+ years.

FEBRUARY 2020
The Pentagon’s War on Warriors: In this edition of One America News Investigates, Neil W. McCabe takes a look into the Pentagon's war on warriors and asks, “When Johnny comes marching home is he going to face a court-martial because he didn't kill the enemy nicely enough?”

Biker Block Party: UAP’s NASCAR was parked front and center at the Destination Daytona Complex for the Biker Block Party in Ormond Beach, FL. Clint Lorance attended the event, met with
guests, and shared more about UAP’s mission and the Warriors needing support.

**Daytona International:** Vinnie Miller returned to BJ McLeod Motorsports, Inc. in 2020 and had support from a new partner, UAP, Inc - United American Patriots, at Daytona International Speedway in February. The 2020 NXS season began on February 15, 2020, and representatives from UAP joined 1LT Clint Lorance and MAJ Matt Golsteyn at the race.

**UAP NASCAR Shirts:** For a limited time, those who made a $100+ donation to the general Warrior Fund received a UAP NASCAR shirt. UAP encouraged those interested to act quickly as supply was extremely limited.

**Blue Magazine Interview:** Clint Lorance’s interview with the Blue Magazine is published and shared by the bluemagazine.com. This interview was done in New York City in December following his release from Leavenworth.

**MARCH 2020**
**Club 45 Event:** Clint Lorance was invited to speak at a Club 45 of Greater Hillsborough event and spent part of his time on stage talking about ways he is continuing to advocate for UAP and sharing information about the Warriors that still needed support.

**Marine Corps Times OpEd:** UAP’s CEO, David "Bull" Gurfein, had his OpEd, "What Would A Warrior Do?" printed in the Marine Corps Times. In it, he called on Major General Yoo to dismiss the charges against three Raiders - GySgt Draher, GySgt Negron, and Chief Gilmet. Surprisingly, despite it just hitting the newsstands, each copy which was delivered to the Post Exchange next to MARSOC's headquarters was quickly purchased... or removed.
Dangerzone Podcast: Destiny Draher, wife of Gunnery Sergeant Danny Draher, recently shared more about the fight for justice her family is facing on the Dangerzone Podcast with host Daniel the Barbarian.

STARZ Releases Extra Episode of “Leavenworth”: A follow up episode focused on the pardon of 1LT Clint Lorance was released on Starz. UAP is featured in the episode.

GuideStar Platinum Seal of Transparency: UAP earned the 2020 Platinum Seal of Transparency from GuideStar. This was the second year in a row that UAP went Platinum.

MARSOC 3 Case Updates: UAP’s CEO went live on Facebook to discuss some of the recent developments and new information in the MARSOC 3 case. This information was then shared on all social media platforms.

Stolen Honor Cover: UAP shared the cover image for Clint Lorance’s book Stolen Honor, which was to be released in September of 2020.


APRIL 2020
Destiny Draher MARSOC 3 Letter on Blog: Destiny’s letter earned more than 20,000 views on UAP’s website and was shared numerous times via social media in the following days & weeks.

Easter Blog: UAP’s CEO wrote and published a blog post titled “This Easter won’t be the same for these three husbands, fathers, and elite Special Operators” to bring awareness to the MARSOC 3 case.
MARSOC 3 Video Update: An 11 minute video titled “MARSOC Warriors Need Your Support” is released and shared on all social media platforms to raise awareness for the case.

Giving Tuesday Now Campaign: GoFundMe announced a $1,000 match grant to qualified nonprofits that raised at least $1,000 on the GoFundMe Charity platform. UAP was able to raise over $3,000 from this GivingTuesdayNow campaign.

Froglogic Podcast: Destiny Draher shared her story to raise awareness about the MARSOC 3 on the Froglogic Podcast.

MAY 2020
Congressional Template: UAP shared a sample statement that could be used for supporters who wanted to reach out to their elected officials regarding the MARSOC 3 case but were unsure of what to say.

Global Recon Podcast: Destiny Draher and Fred Galvin shared info on the MARSOC 3 story with the Global Recon Podcast.

Ben Cantwell Art Releases Lady Justice of Marine Raiders Art: Artist Ben Cantwell announced a percentage of sales from the Lady Justice artwork he created would be donated to UAP in support of the MARSOC 3.

Raider Ride 2020 Announced: Aaron Vanderbeck announced he would depart Oceanside, CA on his bicycle and ride 2700 miles across the country to Wilmington, NC to raise awareness for the MARSOC 3. UAP shared several blog posts, photos, and video updates from Aaron in the weeks leading up to his departure to encourage donations, support, and the sharing of information via social media.

CFC Special Solicitation: In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the OPM reopened the CFC online pledge portal and
the CFC mobile giving app for a CFC Special Solicitation period through June 30.

**SOFREP Publishes MARSOC 3 Article:** An article titled “Semper Fi? Marine Corps Leadership Disappears When Warfighters Need Them Most” is published to raise awareness for the MARSOC 3 case.

**One Year Anniversary for SGT Derrick Miller:** UAP recognized the one year anniversary of SGT Derrick Miller’s release from Fort Leavenworth with a pledge to continue to fight for him to receive a Presidential Pardon from President Trump.

**SOFREP on Raider Ride 2020:** SOFREP published a Q&A article with Aaron Vanderbeck to help raise awareness for the upcoming Raider Ride and the MARSOC 3 case.

**Raider Ride 2020 begins in Oceanside, California:** Aaron Vanderbeck, an honorably discharged Marine Raider and Marine Scout Sniper, embarked on a 2700 mile journey from coast to coast in support of the MARSOC 3. Aaron shared updates from the road, raised awareness for UAP by placing a decal on his safety car and speaking about our mission at his stops, completed media interviews, created content for UAP’s social media platforms including video and photo updates, and recruited new supporters by educating them about the MARSOC 3 and showing them where to get involved.

**JUNE 2020**

**Raider Ride Meetup with the Gilmet family:** Aaron Vanderbeck was able to spend time with CPO Eric Gilmet’s family as he passed through New Mexico. After catching up, George Gilmet rode the next 87 miles to Tularosa, NM with Aaron in support of the MARSOC 3.

**Scuttlebutt Show Interview:** Aaron Vanderbeck participated in the Scuttlebutt Show Podcast to talk about the Raider Ride and why he was supporting the MARSOC 3.
MARSOC 3 Encourage Virtual Rides: Eric Gilmet, Josh Negron, and Danny Draher all made videos encouraging people to ride and pledge miles from home in support of Aaron and the Raider Ride.

Raider Ride Halfway Event in Sherman, TX: Aaron Vanderbeck arrived in Sherman, TX marking the halfway point of his 2700 mile coast to coast Raider Ride. UAP, Brothers in Arms Foundation, Main Street Roofing and Construction, Aaron Vanderbeck, and supporters gathered to continue to raise awareness, encouraged others to pledge miles or walk/ride virtually with Aaron, and sent Aaron off on the final 1350 miles of his trip.

Thanks to the Merchant Family: UAP posted a special thank you to recognize the Merchant Family from Burleson, TX who surprised Aaron with a brand new bike after hearing about the troubles Aaron’s bike had over the years. Jonathan Merchant also joined Aaron for his ride into Sherman, TX in honor of the MARSOC 3.

Race for American Warriors (Virtual Race): To comply with social distancing and to encourage supporters to stay active, a virtual race was offered to support our Warriors. Registration included a t-shirt, race bib, finisher medal, and results posted online. Finishers were encouraged to submit their race pictures wearing their gear.

Raider Ride End Party in North Carolina: Aaron completed his 2700 mile journey and was met by the MARSOC 3 a day later in North Carolina for food, fellowship, and rest after the long ride.
Greenwolf Tactical Fundraiser: Greenwolf Tactical released special Lady Justice patches in support of the MARSOC 3. A portion of the proceeds were donated to UAP.

Clint Lorance Update: UAP congratulated Clint Lorance upon his acceptance to Appalachian School of Law.

STOLEN HONOR PRE ORDERS: UAP shared information on how to preorder a copy of Clint Lorance’s upcoming book.

JULY 2020

SOFREP Feature on Raider Ride: A SOFREP article discussed why Aaron Vanderbeck decided to complete the Raider Ride and helped raise awareness for the MARSOC 3.

Law Enforcement Today Article: Journalist Eddie Molina, who UAP met through an interview with Clint Lorance for the Blue Magazine in New York City, wrote about Aaron’s cross country ride and UAP’s support for the MARSOC 3 for Law Enforcement Today.

Spark Factory: Members of UAP attended a Spark Factory event with Scott Aadal.

MARSOC 3 Awareness Fundraiser USPSA Match: Hosted by Clear Run Sports at Pineland Pistol Club in North Carolina, this USPSA style match with rifle, pistol, and PCC in an AM/PM format helped raise money and awareness for UAP and the Marine Raiders. This charity match consisted of prizes for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place overall and High Military as well as a large raffle table.

GySgt Josh Negron’s Motions Hearing: UAP CEO, LtCol David “Bull” Gurfein, attended a motion hearing to address the Unlawful Command Influence leading up to Josh’s trial on behalf of UAP. Marine Corps Legend, Major Jim Capers, was also in attendance to support Josh.

UAP Raffle: UAP went live on Facebook to pull winning tickets for the raffle that was set up at the USPSA match.
**SFL Times Article / Zenger News:** An article describing the Raider Ride as a “coast to coast” protest highlighted Aaron’s efforts to bring light to “an unjust judicial system” against his brothers-in-arms, the MARSOC 3.

**1SG John Hatley’s Birthday:** 1SG John Hatley celebrated his 52nd birthday at Fort Leavenworth. This officially marked the last birthday he would spend in prison.

**AUGUST 2020**

**Letter from LTC Allen West “Let’s Not Leave 1SG Hatley Behind”:** LTC Allen West continued to support our Warriors and signed a letter for 1SG John Hatley with a petition calling for a Presidential Pardon linked at the end.

**Clint Lorance interviewed on SOFREP Radio:** Clint discussed life after his pardon, law school, his commitment to continue to fight for justice for Warriors, and the upcoming release of his new book, *Stolen Honor.*

**Ride for American Warriors (Virtual Distance Challenge):** Participants were encouraged to select a distance goal, then ride and complete their miles during the course of the month. Registration included a t-shirt, racer bib, finisher medal, and results posted online.

**Support for Major Jim Capers:** UAP released a post to raise awareness about USMC Major James Capers Jr. and noted that despite strong endorsements from two Generals and several of the men Capers served with, the recommendation for the Medal of Honor for heroic actions in Vietnam was downgraded two levels at the Pentagon. UAP announced it was an honor to draw Presidential, Congressional, and Public attention to this hero and encouraged supporters to share info on this issue.

**SOFREP on New MARSOC Commander:** SOFREP released another article about the MARSOC 3 highlighting the fact that despite there was a new MARSOC commander, there was
still the same “false advertising about the Marine Raider ‘family’ and called upon MARSOC to take a fresh look at the case and the exonerating video evidence.

**UAP Car Wrapped:** Thanks to a generous donation from UAP’s board, UAP was able to wrap the car that will be used for events and travel which allows us to raise awareness for our Warriors while on the road.

**Major Capers Event:** UAP spent the weekend in Bishopville, South Carolina with the MARSOC 3 to honor USMC Major Jim Capers at a birthday celebration, parade, and ceremony where he was honored with a permanent bronze wall sculpture. UAP shared several live videos of speakers, photos, and more information about Major Capers and his background via social media during the events.

**Chief Eric Gilmet Rejected from UNC Graduate School:** UNC Chapel Hill’s Graduate Program prejudicially rejected decorated medic Chief Eric Gilmet from admission to their Master’s program. Gilmet had not been convicted of a crime nor had he even been to trial at this point (nor did he commit a crime in the first place). The university determined his “alleged behavior is more likely than not to pose a danger to members of the university community, university property, or the proper function of the academic process” despite the fact that under normal circumstances 97% of this program is completed online. UAP continued to raise awareness about this injustice and called on supporters to share the info in support of Chief Gilmet.

**SEPTEMBER 2020**

**John Maher on American Adversaries:** John Maher joined the American Adversaries show to talk about 1SG John Hatley’s case and his upcoming release from Fort Leavenworth.

**Chief Gilmet’s Mom Speaks Out:** Marti Gilmet wrote and shared a letter with UAP supporters condemning the University of North Carolina’s discrimination against her son, Chief Eric Gilmet, and demanded a change. UAP shared the letter via social media and our blog.
**Colonel Michael Stahlman Petition:** UAP shared an online petition link set up by family and friends of USMC Colonel Michael Stahlman calling for the truth in regard to the circumstances surrounding his death.

**Clint Lorance on the Joe Piscopo Show:** Clint Lorance was interviewed on the Joe Piscopo radio show and discussed his pardon by President Trump and details on the upcoming release of his new book, *Stolen Honor*.

**Date set for 1SG Hatley’s Homecoming Event:** UAP shared a ‘Save the Date’ post with initial information on how to register for 1SG John Hatley’s Homecoming event in Groesbeck, Texas on October 19, 2020. Those who were interested in attending were reminded registration would be mandatory as seating would be limited to help comply with social distancing guidelines.

**MARSOC 3 completed a “Semper Fidelis Walk”:** The MARSOC 3 shared video updates for social media from the road during their walk on 9/11 calling people to come together and thanking everyone for their continued support.

**GoFundMe Removed MARSOC 3 Fundraiser:** GoFundMe shut down a fundraiser that was set up for the MARSOC 3 yet continued to allow money to be raised for people accused of violent crimes. Attorney Phil Stackhouse called this a disgrace and stated when his client is exonerated, they will explore all available legal recourse against the people and organizations who attempted to prevent a fair trial. UAP shared information about this and other injustices
continually taking place against the MARSOC 3 and reminded supporters they could still donate via UAP’s website.

**Nick Coffman Joined UAP:** UAP announced with supporters and followers that former US Marine and respected military journalist, Nick Coffman, had joined the organization on a permanent basis to help fight for justice for our Warriors.

**Clint Lorance Released New Book, Stolen Honor:** Clint Lorance’s book included a thank you message to UAP in the acknowledgements section.

**MARSOC 3 Documentary Announced:** Pipe Hitter Media in association with Allan R. Smith Productions announced “MARSOC 3: The Journey of Innocence,” a documentary about the MARSOC 3.

**SOFREP Article on 1SG John Hatley:** SOFREP shared an article detailing Hatley’s upcoming release, his fight for a Presidential pardon, and the full story of how he was falsely accused and imprisoned.

**Cards for Major Donahue:** UAP shared the address for Major Donahue following his surgery for colon cancer at the Durham NC Veterans Hospital.

**Stolen Honor Excerpt:** UAP worked with Clint Lorance to select an excerpt from his new book to feature on the blog and share on social media to help promote book sales.

**OCTOBER 2020**

**Spark Factory Partnership:** UAP partnered up with Spark Factory, a national advertising and marketing agency to help veteran-owned businesses continue to grow. With more than two decades of experience in SEO and content marketing, the Spark Factory team has successfully ranked thousands of websites. They have established a comprehensive business monitoring system that repairs a brand’s reputation, all the while refining processes and continuing to learn as the industry evolves. As part of our partnership, Spark Factory has agreed to provide significant discounts to veteran-owned businesses along with making a small donation to UAP.
Q&A with Clint Lorance: UAP published an exclusive Q&A with Clint Lorance about his new book, why he chose to write it, what the writing process was like, and what his plans are for the future.

Marine Corps Times on Major Capers: The Marine Corps Times quoted UAP’s CEO, LtCol David “Bull” Gurfein, on the effort to get another review of the actions and Capers’ citation for a potential upgrade to the Medal of Honor. He said, “I was approached by Marines who served with him, not one person said anything bad about Maj. Capers,” Gurfein told Marine Corps Times. “Every one of them said he deserved the Medal of Honor.”

Amazon Prime Day: UAP shared information about how to shop and select UAP as the benefiting charity through Amazon Smile for supporters who were taking part in Amazon’s Prime Day deals.

UAP Joined the National Capital Area CFC: The mission of the CFC is to promote and support philanthropy through a program that is employee focused, cost-efficient, and effective in providing all federal employees the opportunity to improve the quality of life for all. CFC is the world's largest and most successful annual workplace charity campaign, with almost 200 CFC campaigns throughout the country and overseas raising millions of dollars each year. Pledges made by Federal civilian, postal and military donors during the campaign season will support eligible non-profit organizations that provide health and human service benefits throughout the world.

SOFREP Shared Allen West Letter: LTC Allen West wrote a powerful letter in support of the MARSOC 3 and shared info on the Presidential Pardon Petition calling what was happening a miscarriage of justice that is intolerable. SOFREP shared this information on their platforms.

Team UAP Arrived in Fort Leavenworth, Kansas: Members of Team UAP arrived early in Kansas which allowed for an opportunity to have lunch with and get to know members of 1SG John Hatley’s family who made the trip to see his release. The team also made logistic preparations for how the release would go the following day.
1SG John Hatley Released from USDB Leavenworth: Members of UAP were joined by ILT Michael Behenna, SGT Derrick Miller, Congressman Bill Flores and Congressman Louie Gohmert, veterans Hatley served with, family, and other friends in Kansas to welcome Hatley out of prison and into a new chapter. Photos and live videos were shared all day via social media with supporters at home.

1SG John Hatley’s Wedding: Following his release, John Hatley married Ms. Pamela Miller in an intimate outdoor ceremony. Members of UAP were invited to attend the ceremony and shared photos with supporters and friends watching from social media at home.

KWTX Local News Story: KWTX featured a story for local news in Hatley’s local area about his release from Leavenworth and wedding ceremony.

1SG John Hatley Escorted Home: Local members of the community met up to escort John Hatley back to his parents’ home in Texas. After welcoming him just outside of town, John, Pamela, and her son were driven the rest of the way through town in the newly wrapped UAP vehicle. UAP live streamed the drive through town on Facebook, and John Hatley shared his thoughts with viewers at home.

1SG John Hatley Reunited with Parents: John was greeted at his parents’ home by family and friends. UAP shared their
reunion with supporters at home via Facebook live. John’s parents also recorded a special message of thanks for supporters before John arrived.

**Rally in Eastland, TX:** John Hatley was asked to participate in a rally with LTC Allen West in Eastland, TX following his release. John spoke briefly on the stage.

**1SG John Hatley Homecoming Event:** Friends, family, and supporters gathered for a socially distant, outdoor, welcome home ceremony at Groesbeck High School. Speakers included Rep. Bill Flores, friends that served with John, David Gurfein, and family members.

**MARSOC 3 Support John Hatley:** Danny Draher and Josh Negron were able to make the trip to Texas to attend John’s homecoming event at Groesbeck High School.

**Greenwolf Tactical Raffle:** Greenwolf Tactical set up a raffle to support the MARSOC 3. UAP shared information on how to enter via social media platforms.

**WTVM Local News on Hatley:** WTVM featured a story on John Hatley’s release and interviewed his brother-in-law, Ricky Rand, who said Hatley had a great attitude despite everything that has happened to him.

**Military.com Feature on Clint Lorance:** Military.com featured a story on Clint’s new mission of becoming a lawyer and pressing for reform of the UCMJ.

**SOFREP Article on MARSOC 3:** After media questions were submitted to the MARSOC Communication Strategy & Operations (CommStrat) office several weeks prior to the summer change of command, initial responses were provided stating that they would answer questions as soon as the new commander settled in. As weeks and months passed, the command would occasionally respond to follow-up requests for status updates by indicating that they were working on it — but the answers never came.

**NOVEMBER 2020**
Q&A with GySgt Danny Draher: UAP sat down with GySgt Danny Draher for an exclusive interview that allowed supporters to get to know him better. This interview was shared by larger outlets such as SOFREP, We are the Mighty, and Sandboxx.

New UAP Website Launched: The new website was launched and UAP announced on social media asking for supporters to visit the site and provide their feedback.

UAP Online Store Launched: The new store.uap.org site is launched as a part of the UAP website and promoted. Items such as shirts, sweatshirts, hats, drinkware, and other accessories were shared as ready for sales.

UAP CEO, David “Bull” Gurfein, Interviewed on SOFREP Radio: SOFREP Radio shared how UAP’s sponsorship has helped dozens of service members over the past thirteen years.

Small Business Saturday / Cyber Monday: UAP shared discount codes to encourage supporters to buy merchandise from the newly launched online store.

Q&A with GySgt Josh Negron: UAP sat down with GySgt Josh Negron for an exclusive interview that allowed supporters to get to know him better. This interview was shared by larger outlets such as SOFREP, We are the Mighty, and Sandboxx.

Toys for Tots Partnership: UAP announced a partnership with the Marine Corps Toys for Tots program and encouraged supporters to visit the donation page to help bring the joy of Christmas to America’s less fortunate children.
DECEMBER 2020

Giving Tuesday: UAP promoted ways to make a positive impact on the lives of our Warriors and their families on Giving Tuesday and shared the donation link that could be used to help UAP reach their Giving Tuesday goals.

Board Member Dick McDermott recognized with Exceptional Service Award: UAP recognized Dick McDermott’s dedicated service as well as his consistent status as the leading financial contributor in support of our Warriors. Following his retirement in November, UAP was able to officially recognize him at the December board meeting.

UAP Welcomed New Board Member: After being invited to an event where President Trump spoke and recognized Clint Lorance and Matt Golsteyn and attending John Hatley’s release and homecoming, Mark Murray was invited by UAP’s CEO to join the board of directors and accepted. A vote at the board meeting finalized his addition to the board.

Q&A with CPO Eric Gilmet: UAP sat down with Chief Petty Officer Eric Gilmet for an exclusive interview that allowed supporters to get to know him better. This interview was shared by larger outlets such as SOFREP, We Are The Mighty, and Sandboxx.

Presidential Pardon Packets: Information related to the cases of 1SG John Hatley, SGT Michael Williams, SGT Derrick Miller, SSG Calvin Gibbs, SSG Bob Bales, and the MARSOC 3
were placed on President Trump’s desk for consideration for Presidential Pardons before he left office in January.

**Virtual Welcome Home for 1SG John Hatley Hosted by the JFW Caucus:**
Members of Team UAP joined 1SG John Hatley, Congressmen from the JFW Caucus, SGT Derrick Miller, and Colby Vokey for a virtual welcome home Zoom meeting.

**Birthday Cards for Calvin Gibbs:** UAP shared SSG Calvin Gibbs’ address at Fort Leavenworth and encouraged supporters to send him a birthday card.

**Holiday Letters:** UAP encouraged supporters to send holiday letters to SSG Calvin Gibbs and SSG Robert Bales at Fort Leavenworth.

**Arlington National Cemetery Visit:** UAP’s CEO visited Arlington National Cemetery and paid respects to members of Major Jim Capers’ family.

**Bill Carney Video Shared:** In this video shared on UAP’s social media and website, Carney explained how the prosecution in Bales’ case was either ignorant of the biometric evidence that was readily available, or they willfully did not report it before, during or after the trial.

**LUM-TEC Holiday Giveaway:** UAP partnered with LUM-TEC for an exclusive holiday giveaway of their Combat B46 watch. Participants signed up for UAP’s email list for a chance to win.

**Former Action Guys Podcast:** Former Action Guys Podcast host, Justin Cramer, interviewed UAP CEO LtCol David “Bull” Gurfein. In this episode, they discussed Gurfein’s family connection with the Marine Corps and spent a majority of the time talking about the military legal cases that UAP represents.

**Merion West Interview:** UAP’s CEO, LtCol David “Bull” Gurfein, joined Asher Ellis for a conversation about the United States military justice system and how it pertains to American service members who are accused of having committed war crimes. The interview drew attention to a few landmark cases in which UAP has participated,
addition to David’s thoughts on how the UCMJ might be improved to better emphasize the presumption of innocence.

**MARSOC 3 Store Discount:** UAP offered a special discount code for the #Freethe3 t-shirt valid through the end of the year to encourage supporters to purchase a shirt.

**Blackwater Pardons:** In a round of pre-Christmas pardons, President Trump granted clemency to four Blackwater guards.

**Military.com on Potential for More Pardons:** UAP’s CEO Lt. Col. David Gurfein, told Military.com, "We are very confident we will see dismissals of the findings and sentences [in at least eight other cases of troops convicted or charged of crimes in war zones]."